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Abstract. A model problem for the propagation of a combustion front through
a periodically inhomogeneous medium is posed. The existence of a steady state
solution is proved, in which the front's velocity is periodic in time. Computer sim-
ulations are carried out. Finally, through rigorous homogenization techniques, it is
shown that when the wavelength of the inhomogeneity is small, the solution may
be approximated by a travelling wave solution of the corresponding problem for a
medium with certain constant properties.

1. Introduction. The propagation of reaction fronts in a striated medium can occur
during the combustion of solid material in certain rocket motors. These striations,
which consist of thin binder-rich layers, are mainly due to casting processes during
fabrication. In this paper we consider the propagation of a flame front in a vertically
striated medium, the layers being periodically disposed with a small wavelength Le
(Fig. 1, p. 468). The horizontal case corresponding to a two-dimensional wave will
be treated in a sequel.

Our main purpose is to study the possible qualitative effects that this kind of
inhomogeneity might have on the combustion process. The approach followed here
is, in addition to computer simulation, that of "mathematical homogenization", in
which the front's motion and profile are shown to be approximated by those of a
front in a hypothetical homogeneous medium. The properties of this homogeneous
approximation are related in an explicit manner to those of the striated one.

A secondary purpose is to set up a homogenization framework in the context
of propagative combustion processes. To our knowledge this has not been done
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before, despite the vast number of investigations into principles and techniques of
homogenization in other contexts. For this reason especially, we deem it important
to present a full rigorous treatment of our problem.

The solid material is characterized by various physical and chemical parameters,
which may change according to the type of layer, 1 or 2 (Fig. 1).

First, we set out a one-dimensional Stefan-like model to represent such a propa-
gation. Our model represents the case when the nondimensional activation energy is
not too large relative to a nondimensional width of the preheat zone (its ratio to the
size of the combusting particles). We then solve the equations numerically for a given
wavelength e > 0. The results thus obtained give an indication of the periodicity of
the temperature with respect to time. In the fourth section, we show the existence of
a solution, which is periodic in time, in a frame fixed to the front. Finally by using
homogenization techniques, we show in Sec. 5 that the periodic solution converges
to a travelling wave solution with constant velocity when the period tends to zero.
An explicit expression is given for the limiting velocity.

2. A 1-D model. For simplicity, we assume the combustion is in the form of a
simple exothermic reaction, A —► B, which occurs only on the receding surface of
the reactive material.

The material properties of the solid will be characterized by the following five
parameters; typical dimensional units are specified.

d — thermal dilfusivity in cal/deg-cm-sec
p = molar density of the reactant A in moles/cm3
P = heat release in cal/mole
c = heat capacity in cal/deg-cm3

R(u) = R0K(u) = reaction rate function, in moles/sec-cm
Here u is temperature. The area (rather than volume) dependence in the rate
function R is due to the fact that we are dealing with a surface reaction. The
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prefactor R0 is a fixed number with the given dimensions, and K(u) is a dimen-
sionless Arrhenius factor. The latter is assumed to be a bounded continuous function
of temperature, depending on no other small or large parameter; thus the activation
energy is not too large.
' During steady combustion, the energy that is produced at the receding reactive sur-

face is allocated partly to the gaseous phase behind the combustible material and the
remaining part serves to heat the solid. The former portion provides energy needed
for thrust, and the latter provides for the chain reaction mechanism by which the
reactant ahead of the surface is heated to the temperature needed for its combustion.

We denote by 6 (0 < 6 < 1) the unknown fraction of energy production that is
allocated to the solid phase.

In the striated material considered, the parameters d, p, P, c, and R may de-
pend on the layer type (1 or 2). For the purposes of this investigation, however,
we examine only the effect of the variation of d (a physical parameter) and R0 (a
chemical parameter) on the propagation. These parameters will therefore be consid-
ered to depend on the spatial coordinate z in a periodic fashion with wavelength
Le = eY . Our basic small parameter is e . To emphasize their dependence on e, we
write d = de, = Re0.

Let ue — ue(x, t) denote the temperature, and let the front's position be at x —
C(t) • The front moves to the left, so that the solid material occupies the halfline
{jc < C(t)} ■ The equations are as follows:

due d ( ,edu\ ££^J=0' *<C(,); (2'la)

^ = --XK(u'), x = C'(t); (2.1b)

^ = epR-0K(u'), * = C(0; (2.1c)

u{x,t)—> 0 as x —» -oo. (2.1d)
Note that the negative sign in Eq. (2.1b) reflects the fact that the front is moving to
the left.

The allocation factor 6 is of course not a given, nor a fixed number, and for
transient solutions it will depend on the past history as well. It would be very difficult
to calculate from first principles. We consider solutions that deviate by a small
amount from being steady travelling waves and so approximate 6 by a constant.
The fact that this constant is not known has no bearing on our qualitative results.

For the rest of this paper, it will be convenient to write Eq. (2.1) in a front-fixed
frame. This is done by the coordinate transformation: z = x - £e(t). We have

c94 - k +^<«'(0)AV(0, <»f j = o. z < 0;
(2.2a)

dC = __1 „./r«/.XXE^«
dt p= -T*S(C'(0)*(«'(0,0); (2.2b)
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,due
d\C{t))— = df}R^C{t))K{u), 2 = 0; (2.2c)

ue(z,t)-*0 as z —► -oo. (2.2d)

Hence forward, we consider this system of equations.

3. Numerical resolution. We must first specify initial conditions for the two un-
knowns {u , C) ■ We take

C£(0) = 0, (3.1a)
u(z, 0) = u0(z), (3.1b)

where m0 is of exponential type. In fact, we take u0 to be the steady state solution
of the homogeneous problem (where de and Re0 are constants). It is given by

"o(z) = ^~exp (~^z) ' z<0' (3-2)

where
C, = -p~lR0K(d/]p/c).

Figures 2a-c show the results obtained by the use of a finite difference scheme.
The right-hand side curves show temperature against time plots at the front (the
uppermost curve) and at two other values of z (z = -0.5 and — 1.). The curves
on the left represent temperature against distance plots for different values of time,
including the initial condition.

Fig. 2a. Homogeneous medium
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Fig. 2b. Slightly heterogeneous medium
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Fig. 2c. Heterogeneous medium
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Figure 2a corresponds to a homogeneous medium (d{ = d2 , R0{ = R02). As
expected, the temperature curves are independent of time.

Figure 2b corresponds to a heterogeneous medium. The established temperature
profiles are periodic in time. The curve at z = —1.0 seems almost to be a constant.
This is due to the fact that the heterogeneous character of the medium is not so
important. For a more pronounced heterogeneity, we get profiles as shown in Fig.
2c.

The temperature profiles thus obtained bring us to look for the existence of a
periodic solution for the system (2.2).

4. Existence of a periodic solution.
4.1. Existence theorem. Consider the following problem for a fixed positive e :

c% ~ h (/<z+c'(,))If)+<^<«'e»K(x'(o ■ 'xfr =0 • 2 <0 ■
(4.1a)

_ 1 v/_.®
dt p

subject to the boundary conditions

-±- = --R£0(C(t))K(u(0,t)), (4.1b)

^(C(O)f^ = dpRE0(CE(t))K(u'), z = 0, (4.2a)

ue(z,t)—> 0 as z -• -oo, (4.2b)

and the initial and periodicity conditions

C£(0) = 0, (4.3a)
u(z, 0) = u{z, Te), (4.3b)

with Te defined as the time taken by the front to travel a distance of one period in
space, i.e.,

Le= f Re0(C{t))K(u (0, t))dt. (4.4)
Jo

The unknowns of this problem are the functions ue = ue(z, t), C = C{t), and
the period TE.

Let us now assume the following:
j r»£d and R(j are positive, continuous, bounded, and periodic of period

L in the space variable; (4.5)

K(u) is a positive, continuous, and bounded real function. (4.6)

By hypothesis, we have estimates of the form
0 < R< Re0<R, (4.7a)

0 <d<de<d, (4.7b)

0 < K < K < K. (4.7c)
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Then by the definition of TE, we deduce

rmin<r£<rmax, (4.8)

with
T = pL* T pL*min RK> max

In what follows, we are going to use the following notation:

fi = (-oo,0), H = L2(Cl), V = H\ty;

| • | and || • || represent the norms in H and V respectively, and (•) denotes the
scalar product in H and the duality product in V, V'.

Theorem 4.1. Under the assumptions (4.5), (4.6), there exists a solution {u , C, TE)
to the problem (4.1)-(4.4) with

u e L2{0, TE\ F)nL°°(0, Te-H),
eWl'°°(0,Te), Te > 0,

such that u is Te-periodic in time.
4.2. A positivity lemma. Suppose that Theorem 4.1 holds. The following lemma

then follows.

Lemma 4.1. The solution u is positive.
Proof. We use the weak maximum principle. We multiply the equation in u by

(iu)~ and integrate over Q. This can be justified as in Lions [5, p. 290], Letting K
stand for K(uc(0, t)), we have

_ 1 d . e— ,2 -1 „e „ du e— , f® d ( jedu \ e— ,o = -rTl\u ]+cp dz-jjju dz.

i.e.,
£ ~i 01 d . e— ,2 1 -1

' —C—7-\U2 dt
edU £—»fc v *+d — udz

- \cp lRE0KuE (0, t) - J° dE dz -

Since dE^j\x=0 = dfiR^K , we finally have

~4\«-\2-r?-XKu-(0,t)-f dE dz - 6 /I REQKue~ (0, t) = 0.

We now integrate in time over one period to obtain
»T1 £ — **

"T d1 r1 n r1
- / c-r\u~\2 dt - / A(t)dt = 0,2 Jo dt Jq

where

r-0
A{t) = jcp XR[Ku (0,t) + J dz + dpRe0Ku (0,t)>0.
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Since u is periodic, the first term vanishes, hence A = 0, which leads to u ~ = 0.
This completes the proof of Lemma 4.1.

4.3. A normalized problem. Since e is fixed for the rest of this section, its symbol
will be dropped. Let us then normalize in time by setting

t = sT (4.9)
in the problem (4.1)-(4.4). The latter becomes

z<0, (4.10a)

C(5) = -T r p-XlUemuiO. a)) da (4.10b)
J o

with the periodicity condition

u(z, 0) = u(z, 1) (4.11)

and the boundary conditions

d{C(s))~ = 0fiRo(C(s))K(u), z = 0, (4.12)
u(z, s) —> 0 as z —> -oo. (4.13)

Remark 4.1. The problems given by Eqs. (4.1)-(4.4) and (4.10)—(4.13) are equiv-
alent. Therefore proving Theorem 4.1 is reduced to proving the following theorem.

Theorem 4.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.1, there exists a solution
(u, C, T) to the problem (4.10)—(4.13) with

u G L2(0, 1 ; V)tlL°°(0, 1 ; H),
£ G fv' '°°(0, 1) and T > 0.

The rest of this section will be devoted to proving Theorem 4.2.
4.4. Proof of Theorem 4.2. We are going to proceed according to the following

steps. First, the problem is posed on a bounded interval = (—A, 0), A > 0, on
which we prove the existence of an approximate solution (um(t), Cm(0) for / e [0, 1]
(Faedo-Galerkin method). The existence of the period is also proved by the use of
a fixed point result in finite dimensions (Brouwer's theorem). Then by writing down
the necessary estimates, we pass to the limit in the dimension (m —► oo). The proof
is completed by a passage to the limit as the interval length A —► oo.

4.4.1. An approximate Cauchy problem. Let

VA = {v G //' (QJ, v(-A) = 0}, Ha = L2(QJ,
| • \A = norm in HA, || • ||^ = norm in VA ,

(m, v)a = the scalar product in HA and the duality product in (VA , VA).

V
j A — vuuv 1 "A Xll yr A , r A)

By considering a basis of V, w{, , wm, , we look for an approximate
solution um of the form

m

Mm(5)=x>r(*K
7=1
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satisfying

wjS) A+am(um(s)> wj) = (L(s)> wj)a> 1 <j<m, (4.14)

^ = -Tp-lR0(tJs))K(uJ0, s)), (4.15)

Um(°) = U0meWm = lWl>--->Wm]> (4-16)

Cm(0) = 0, (4.17)
with

am(u,v) = T j^dm^^dz + cT J^p-lR0mK(u(0,s))^vdz,

(L(s), v)A = 6/]R0mK(u(0, s))v(0) VveVA,
dm = d(z + CJs)), R0m = R dCJs)).

The existence of (um , £m) on some interval [0, tm] follows from standard results
on the existence of solutions of systems of nonlinear ordinary differential equations.
That tm = 1 will be deduced from a priori estimates on um .

4.4.2. Estimates on um . The first energy type equality is obtained by multiplying
Eq. (4.14) by gj and summing those relations for j = I, , m. We obtain

' U™)A + U^U^S) ' Um W) = ' Um(S))A ' (4-18)

i.e..

j^|a"(s)|! + TIad« {l£ls)) + *»»>.(419)
= OPR0K(um(0, s))um(0,s).

By choosing an a > 0 such that Tp~lR0 > 9a and writing

wm(0,s) < jUm{0,5) + ^,

we get by using Eq. (4.7)

1 rl -> Ft 11 ^
<c2, (4.20)1 d | / x,2 , „

2^|Um(5)L + Cl dz A

where here and in what follows the C's are positive constants independent of m .
Thus for all s e [0, t ], we haveraJ

rs

Inequality (4.21) then gives

da<\u0m\2A + 2C2tm<Cr (4.21)

\um{s)\\ < Cy (4.22)
Note that Eq. (4.22) holds for all 5 e [0, tm\ with a bound independent of m;
therefore, we can take tm = 1 .
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From Eqs. (4.21) and (4.22) we have

um is bounded in L°°(0, l;^)nl2(0, 1; VA). (4.23)

Let e 5C{V, V'), the operator associated with the bilinear form am . It is
easily shown that the following inequality holds:

Wmum{s)Wv^<C,{\\um{s)\\A^\). (4.24)

From Eqs. (4.23) and (4.24), we then have

s/mum bounded in L2( 0, 1; V'), (4.25)

which finally leads to

bounded in L2(0, 1; v'). (4.26)

4.4.3. Estimates on Cm. We have d£m/ds = -T p 1 RQK(um(0, 5)).
Since R0 and K are bounded [see Eq. (4.7)], we have

ds bounded in L (0, 1). (4.27)

Now Cm is given by

U5) = ~TP~X f (4-28)Jo
and therefore

Cm bounded in Wl'oc(0, 1). (4.29)

4.4.4. Existence of the period (fixed point). Let us consider the following mapping
for m fixed:

O: Wm x (0, +00) Wm x (0, +00),

T) ("0m>Tm)>
with

U0 m = »0m=UJl)>

(4.30)

J p {R0K(um{0, s))ds.

Let us suppose that the following lemma holds.

T = Lm j
(4.31)

Lemma 4.1. (i) O is a continuous mapping from Wm x (0, +00) onto itself, and
(ii) 3C > 0 independent of m such that

I Ur, I < C, T < T < T implies I un I < C, T < T < T . (4.32)I Offl! — ' min — — max F > 0m< — ' min — m — max

Then by applying Brouwer's fixed point theorem we obtain the existence of
Km ' Tm) such that

*H«om>Tm) = iUom,Tm). (4.33)
Now we prove Lemma 4.1.
Proof of Lemma 4.1. (i) To show that <J> is continuous, take a sequence (un , Tn) €

{Wm x (0, 00)) that converges to (uQm, T). It suffices then to show that <\>(un , Tn)
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tends to (w0m, Tm) when n goes to infinity. The estimates (4.23)-(4.27) hold for
(un, C"), which is the solution corresponding to the given data (un, Tn). Tn is then
given by

T = L f p lRn0K(un(0,s))ds, X"0=R0(C"(s)). (4.34)
Jo

Finally by extracting a subsequence, still denoted by (un, Tn), it is straightforward
to check that

(m"(1), f) -»(u0m, Tm) as « —» +00.

(ii) For the second part of the lemma, we only have to show the existence of C.
Suppose |u0m\A < C. From Eq. (4.20), we have

2
< c2. (4.35)Ts\«.WliS + c, dUm

dz

Poincare's inequality now gives

du~< /(s)dz

Eqs. (4.35) and (4.36) then yield

>C5\uJs)\2a- (4.36)

+ Ct\ujs)\] < C2. (4.37)

We then multiply Eq. (4.37) by exp(C65) and integrate in time between 0 and 1.
We have

K,(l)| 2A<e~C>\u0m\2A + Cr (4.38)

Then by taking C2 > C7/( 1 - e"Ci), we have

\u0m\A<C. (4.39)

This completes the proof of Lemma 4.1.
4.4.5. Passage to the limit (m -> +oo). Let us recall that so far we have the

existence of (u , Cm, T ), a solution ofm' 'm ' m'

C^-T"J-z{d^)+CT^~,R^K{U"{0-S))lt~0- zea« (4'40>

(in the weak sense: the left side is orthogonal to each w ■ in Wm

dC
d? = -Tmp-lR0(tm)K(uJO,s)), (4.41)

subject to the periodic and initial conditions

"«(0) = "m(1)» Cm(0) = 0, (4.42)
with Tm given by

Tm = L/ I ' P~l R()mK(u (0, s)) ds.
'L
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We now use the estimates (4.24)-(4.29). We extract subsequences from (Cm) and
(um) and denote their limits by and uA . We then have

—► CA L°°(0, 1) weak star, (4.44a)

in L°°(0, 1) weak star. (4.44b)
as as

By compactness, we have then

Cm -> CA uniformly on [0, 1], (4.45)

Since RQ and d are continuous, we also have by Lebesgue's theorem

Rom = Ro JU-+ro«a) i° Lp(0, 1), 1 <p<oo,
drn = ^(z + ^m) + CA) in Lp(Qa X (0, 1)), l<p<oo.

From Eq. (4.45), we have
u°) - C^(0). (4.47)

Concerning um , we have

um * ua weakly in L2(0, 1 ; VA), (4.48)

um -> uA strongly in L2(0, 1; HA), (4.49)

h - J~z »«klyinL!(0,l;^), (4.50)
du du. ? i
-Qj- -* weakly in L (0, 1 ; VA). (4.51)

From Eqs. (4.48) and (4.51), we have

um(0) —> uA(0) weakly in HA , (4.52)
um(1) > uA(1) weakly in HA. (4.53)

Since um(0) = um{\), we have

uA(0) = uA( 1). (4.54)

By denoting the limit of Tm by TA , we have

Tm —> Ta as m —► +oo. (4.55)

To be able to pass to the limit in Eqs. (4.40)-(4.43), we still have to write down
the limit of K(um(0, s)).

Lemma 4.2.

^("m(0>•))-> ^("^(0. ■)) as m —> oc, a.e. and in Lp( 0, 1) , 1 < p < 00.

Proof. First, we show that

um —> uA strongly in L2(0, 1 ; HS(QA)) for 5 e ]\, 1[. (4.56)

In fact, let WA = {v:v e L2(0, 1; VA), dv/ds € L2{0, 1 ; V'4j . Then by a compact-
ness lemma (see, e.g., Lions [5]), we have

2 s 1WAe L (0, 1; H (flj) with a compact embedding, j < s < 1.
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Then Eq. (4.56) is derived from Eqs. (4.48) and (4.51). Next, by using a trace
theorem, we deduce that

uJO, •) -+uA{0, •) in L2(0, 1) strongly.

Finally, Lemma 4.2 is obtained by the continuity of the function K and Lebesgue's
theorem.

We can thus pass to the limit in the approximate problem.
4.4.6. Passage to the limit A —> oo. The limit (uA , CA, TA) obtained in the pre-

vious section depends on the interval £lA = (—A, 0). We will now let A approach
infinity. We consider a sequence An tending to infinity as n —* oo and then a corre-
sponding sequence of solutions on the interval {—An , 0), denoted by (un , C„ , Tn),
which satisfy

- T-k {d'Tf) +°p-'ww.v. »)9£ = o, z e (-a, , o),
(4.57a)

^ = -Tnp-lR0(i;n)K(un(0, s)), (4.57b)

un{z, 0) = un{z, 1), (4.58a)
C„(0) = 0, (4.58b)

subject to the boundary conditions

dnd-£r = dpR0(Zn)K(un(0 ,s)), z = 0, (4.59a)

Un{z,s) = 0, Z = -An, (4.59b)
with

dn = d(z + t;n(s)), (4.60a)

Tk = l/ J p~lR0(t:n(s))K(un(0, s)) ds. (4.60b)

We now extend un to Q by

Un if z e [~An , 0],
0 if z < -A„.

The estimates for un, Cn, and Tn are analogous to those for um, , and Tm .
Therefore we can extract a subsequence (un , C„ , Tn ) such that as k —> oo, we
have

Un —+ u weakly in L2(0, 1 ; V), (4.61)

—^ ^ weakly in L2(0, 1; H), (4.62)
az az

weakly in Z.2(°, i-.V), (4.63)

^ ^ - d u j f— weakly in L (0, 1; V ), (4.64)ds ds
with dn = d{z + C„ ), d = d{z + C).
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We also have

K(un^(0, •)) —► K(u(0, •)) strongly in Lp(0, 1), 1 < p < oo. (4.65)

In fact, un bounded in L (0, 1; V) implies that un is also bounded in
L2(0, 1; 1 (—<5, 0)) with 0 < 5 < An , S fixed. Then we proceed, as for the
proof of Lemma 4.2 with £2 = (-<5, 0), to deduce Eq. (4.65).

As for t , we have results analogous to those on C , i.e.,

f —i• C uniformly on [0, 1], (4.66a)

-jj- -* in L°°(0, 1) weak star. (4.66b)

Finally, denoting the limit of Tn by T, we see that (u , £, T) satisfies Eqs. (4.10)-
(4.13), the passage to the limit in Eqs. (4.57)-(4.60) being straightforward. This
completes the proof of Theorem 4.2.

5. Homogenization process: limit of u . In this section, we will show that the
periodic solution of the problem (4.1)—(4.3) converges to a travelling wave solution
as e goes to zero. We first obtain the homogenized equation formally using Ansatz
expansions before proceeding with the theoretical proof using energy estimates. Note
that the Ansatz will be performed in a moving domain, while the proof will be carried
out in a fixed domain.

5.1. Setting up the problem. In addition to the notation of Sees. 2 and 4, we
define for T > 0 fixed

G = Qx(0, T),
0£ = {(x,f)e0:x<C£(O},
6 = {(*, t) 6 Q:x < C(/)}.

Let Le — eY be the spatial wavelength. We know that Re0 and de are eF-periodic
in z and u is 7" Aperiodic in time with

eY = [T p-lR\{?{t))K{u\0, t))dt.
Jo

We then define the microscopic variable y as
y = x- (5.1)

and consider the two functions R0 = R0{y), d = d(y), both periodic in y and
bounded.

We next set
Re0(x) = R0(x/e) and d\x) = d{x/e) (5.2)

and consider the problem

c%-(5-3)
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^jr = -p-lRe0(x)K(ue(x,t)), x = C(t), (5.4)

with the boundary conditions

d£^ = 60RoK(ue), x = C(t), (5.5)

u\x,t)-^> 0, x—>-oo, (5.6)
and periodic and initial conditions

u(x, 0) = u\x, r£); C£(0) = 0. (5.7)

5.2. Asymptotic expansions. By considering x and y as two independent vari-
ables in space, we perform the transformation

(x,t)-+(x,y,t), (5.8)

corresponding to y = x/e. We thus have

d _ I d d . .
dx e dy + dx '

and Eqs. (5.3)-(5.4) become

c^- + Acu=0, x<C{t), (5.10)

^~ = ~P XR[K(uK), x = C(0, (5.11!

with A =e yl,+£ A2 + A3 and

A\ = - 75T7 (

A> = - h idiy]h) ~ h ('iiy)7Z
A>'~d(y)h-

We now look for ue and C in the form

u\x, y, t) = uJx, y, t) + eu.(x, y, t) +e2u2(x, y, t) + , (5.12)*ov-~ ' y > <■) ^

^ oi°iC(t) = Ut) + eUt) + --- , (5.13)
with m( 7-periodic in y .

5.2.1. Homogenization of Eq. (5.10). By identifying powers of e in Eq. (5.10),
we obtain

Axu0 = 0 (e~2), (5.14)

AIul+A2u0 = 0 (e '), (5.15)

Alu2 + A2u{ + A3u0 + c^j- = 0 (e°). (5.16)
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From Eq. (5.14), we deduce that

m0 = u0(x, t). (5.17)

Equation (5.15) then reduces to

A>u>=h{dB~£)=HA>y)T&- (518)
By introducing J{y) as a y-periodic solution of AXJ = Aty , we write the general

solution of Eq. (5.18) as
<9«0
dx

with
K=com- (5-201

where my represents the mean over one period.
We can now solve Eq. (5.16) for u2 iff

dun\ra„ [A2u{ + A3u0 + c-gj- J = 0. (5.21)

"i = -J(y)-fiJr + Ui(x,t) (5.19)

Since

A„ « (.jA + A), A,u„ = -A
21 dy dx2 ay\ ax1 ax)' '» ;,x2 '

Eq. (5.21) becomes

„ (ddj.\djjio_mW)A)+3, (5 22)
' \ dy) ax2 ' ,5a-2 in '

We observe from Eq. (5.20) that

"'{'-'jiY-szm- <"3)
so that Eq. (5.22) reduces to

2dun 1 d un
C~dT~ my(l/d)~dxT = 0, X<W> (5-24^

which is the (formal) homogenization of Eq. (5.10).
5.2.2. The homogenized speed. From Eqs. (5.12), (5.13), we have the following

expansions:
dJl = d-k+Ed_k + ... (5 25)
dt dt dt + ' [ '

K(u) = K{u0) + eK'(u0)ul + • • ■ , (5.26)

u\C) = u0(C0) + e(Mo(C0)f, + «, (C0)) + ' • • • (5.27)
The homogenized speed is then given by

^ = -p-lR00K(u0(C0(t),t)), (5.28)
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where R00 is the zeroth-order term in a formal expansion of Re0(C) ■ At first sight,
it is tempting to believe that

*00 = my(R o)" (5-29)
But as we show in Sec. 5.3, R00 is in fact the harmonic mean of R0 , i.e.,

<»°»

We have
^i)S=W.O) forx = C0(t); (5ji)

u0(x, t) —> 0 asx-» —oo.
The complete homogenized system is

dtir. 1 d2ur. ("2a)

= -P~'RooK("o(V)- ')> (5.32b)
and the boundary conditions are

SuW ^ = ""V(*o(*.'»■ * = W ■ (5.32c)
uQ(x, t) —>0, x —» —oo. (5.32d)

5.2.3. A solution of the homogenized system. Recalling that ue is periodic in time
with period T£, which tends to zero as e goes to zero, it is natural to think that ue
converges to a stationary wave propagating with a constant velocity —v with v > 0.
Therefore we look for a travelling wave solution of Eqs. (5.32). Let z = x + vt; then
Eqs. (5.32) become

= z<0, (5'33a)

S7T73j^ = ̂ V"»( °»- <5'33b)
w0(z) —> 0 as z —> -oo. (5.33c)

By noting that the speed v is given by

v = p~lR00K(u0( 0)), (5.34)

we find an explicit solution of Eqs. (5.33):

m0(z) = fl^/xT'exp^^j , z < 0, (5.35)

Where dh = mfijd)'
In the next section, we justify the formal homogenized results obtained above.
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5.3. Justification of the homogenized equations. In this section, the equations will
be considered in the front-fixed frame by using the coordinate transformation z =
x - C£(0 -The homogenization result is stated in the first part as Theorem 5.1, and
the rest of this section will be devoted to its proof.

Equations (5.3)-(5.6) in the front-fixed frame appear as

du dC du d ( e ren\\due\ n nca7"c177a7-aj(><'(z + c"))a7j=0- z<0' (536)

dC
dt p 'RcJC(t))K(u\0,t)), (5.37)

subject to the boundary conditions

d\C{t))~ = eiiRl{C{t))K{u\z,t)), r = 0, (5.38)

uE(z,t)-+ 0 as z -> -oo. (5.39)

5.3.1. Statement of the homogenization result. The notation is that of Sec. 5.1.

Theorem 5.1. Let T > 0 be fixed. Under the assumptions (4.5), (4.6) of Sec. 4.1,
we have the convergence results:

u —> u weakly in L2(0, T; V),
£e —■> £ uniformly on [0, T]

as e —> 0, with (u, () satisfying the equations:
2dC du 1 du . ..

CTtJ~z + my(l/d)^-°> Z<°' (5"40)

37 = "S7i7SJk<«<»>- (5ai>
subject to the boundary conditions

1 du=6p— 1 K{u( 0)), z = 0, (5.42)
my(\/d) dz my(l/R0)

u(z) -»0 as z -+ -oo. (5.43)

5.3.2. Proof of Theorem 5.1. We will first show that the limit u is independent
of time before proceeding with the proof that (u, () satisfies Eqs. (5.40), (5.41). We
finally derive the homogenized boundary conditions.

The estimates on u and C are analogous to those on um and Cm of Sec. 4
(cf. 4.4.2). Also note that these estimates are the same whether we use the x or
z coordinates. Therefore we can extract subsequences, still denoted by u and C ,
such that

weakly in L2(0, T\ V), (5.44)

C -» C uniformly on [0, T], (5.45)
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We also have

^ weakly in L2(0, T; V'), (5.46)

^in L°°(0, 7) weak star. (5.47)

Note that from Eqs. (5.44), (5.46), we can also write (up to an extraction)

u —* u strongly in l}{0, T; ^(Q')) (5.48)

with £}' a bounded interval of Q. Therefore the sequence u' will be assumed to
be strongly L2-convergent on the support of any test function of Q = £lx (0, T).

Lemma 5.1. The limit of ue is independent of time, i.e., du/dt — 0.
Proof. From Eq. (5.46), this amounts to proving that for cf) e L (0, T \ V),

d4r,<t) ase-0. (5.49)
ol / l2(o,t-,v'),l2{o,t\V) Jo V 01 / v',v

Remark. It suffices to take </> = v e V. In fact, 4> e L2(0, T \ V) can be approx-
imated by (pn e L2{0, T; V) with <f>n piecewise constant functions in time, so that
Eq. (5.49) can be proved on each subinterval.

Now there exists an integer m such that

T = mTe + Se, 0 <Se<Te,

and u being 7" Aperiodic in time, we have

fJo
= odt

so that the duality product in Eq. (5.49) reduces to

'•*)-/»
du \ (du , . i,wv)-L (5-50)

We then have
.e

||v|| dt
V

rd'(du .. \ , n\\du',s
Jo (ar(,)s/o |aT,')

< V

The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality applied to the above integral yields

duE

/Jo
| du , ,br<", xlo,sc]^ ^ — dt

2,
L2(0, T\V')

Since due/dt is bounded in L (0, T ; V'), we finally obtain

du
dtdU ,v)<cjde\\v\\
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with S£ —» 0 as e —► 0. Thus for all v e V, we have

du„ ,v)-*0 as e —>0,dt /
and this completes the proof of the lemma.

We now proceed by constructing a suitable test function if/ . Given P(y) as a first
degree polynomial in y , we define w(y) as the solution (up to an additive constant)
of

Axw — 0 (5.51)
with Ax = -§^{d{y)-^) as in Sec. 5.2 and where w - P is a F-periodic function in
y . We then define

wc(x) = ew[^j (5.52)

and observe that
dw' '=0. (5.53)fx dx

Equation (5.53), expressed in the variable z , becomes

j-z(d\z + + C\t))) — 0, z < 0. (5.54)

We now set
w{z,t) = w\z + C(t)) (5.55)

and consider a test function 4> e C™ (Q). We then define (// as

y/ = <pwe, (5.56)

and this gives us the required test function. We now multiply Eq. (5.36) by y and
integrate over Q , obtaining

Lc {%■ - ttti)*,>'',z'"-jA{'l'{z+C{,))dii) =°- (5-57)

J (de(z + C{t))^r ) <puedzdt = 0,

We next multiply (5.54) by (f>u and integrate over Q to obtain

dz

which, after integration by parts, gives

f ,e, , r£( ..dwedwe f £ e,.,,dwe ed(j)/ d (z + C {t))~  —cpdz dt + / d (z + C (t))——u — dzdt = 0. (5.58)
Jq oz oz Jq oz oz

We now subtract Eq. (5.58) from Eq. (5.57). This gives

L
f ,e, , re, ..dwe td<\> , , f ,£ rc edU d(j) , ,/ d (z + C (t))-z—u -—dzdt- / d (z + C (t))w — —dzdt.

Jo Jo o- &z

(5.59)

It is in this last equation that we are going to pass to the limit. Note that the
presence of C in the above terms is a real inconvenience for the passage to the
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limit. To overcome this difficulty, we will proceed via the initial frame, the overall
idea being to put the term C in the test function.

(i) Consider the first term. In the initial frame, it becomes [we revert to the x-
variable by x = z + Ce(t) ]

x'= ic (tt - ww) Wdzdt=cd-^w\xmx - c'«)

= 'LcuV {^ix-('(')-')-w^ix-c'i'h'))dxdL
The latter integral can be written as

X\ = - J^cuwexet (x-Cc(0, 0- dxdt (5"60^

with
1 if (x, t) € 0£,

Xe< = {

e ( u
u(x,t) = \ ,I u

0 otherwise;
u(x,t), x<C{t)-.

z < r* f C(t)<x< o.
The function wE need not be extended, since it is valid for all x. It is in this
reformulated form (5.60) of the first term that we will pass to the limit.

Limit of xee. As a result of Eq. (5.45), we have

X& strongly in LP(Q), l<p<oo, (5.61)

where /e is the characteristic function of the set 0 = {x < £(/)}.
From Eq. (5.44), we also have

u —► u weakly in L2(0, T; V) (5.62)

with u = the corresponding extension of u. Note that the result, Eq. (5.48), will
enable us to have a strong convergence on ue in Eq. (5.60), because Q can be
replaced by the compact support of <j).

From the definition of w [cf. Eq. (5.51)], we can set u = —J(y) + P with J(y)
as in Eq. (5.20). Then from Eq. (5.52), one can easily see that

w" —♦ P strongly in L2(Q), (5.63)

so that we also have
u>e —♦ P strongly in L2(Q) (5.64)

with P(z, t) = P(z + £(<)). Therefore in the limit, Eq. (5.60) becomes

X{ = - JQCuPxe ̂jjj(x~C(t), 0- Ytlhc^x ~ t(t), oj dxdt,

which can be written as

X, = - J cuP^<p(x - C(t), t)dxdt. (5.65)
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We then integrate by parts with respect to t at least in a weak sense and retransform
the resulting term in a front-fixed frame [by z = x-£(r)]. Note that u is independent
of time (Lemma 5.1), so that the limit of the first term reads finally

*1 —<5'66)

(ii) We now consider the second term in Eq. (5.59), i.e.,

= S/(z+C(,))d-£ru'irzdzd'-
We proceed as with the first term, by passing through the initial frame. We obtain

X*2 = Jj\x)^uE^(x-C(t))Xe<dxdt, (5.67)

where de, u , and 4> are the respective extensions of d£, u , and <j>. u and
4> are defined as previously and de is obtained by extending de by periodicity
up to the origin. To be able to pass to the limit in Eq. (5.67), we must find a
limit for dedwe/dx. We recall that d£{x) = d(y) and from Eq. (5.52) we have
dwe/dx = dw/dy. Since d(y) and dw/dy are F-periodic, bounded functions in
y, we have

^~Wx—+ mv (&) weak star. (5.68)

Therefore the limit of X£2 as e tends to zero is

xi = jQmy (^|y) t)xedxdt,

which can be rewritten in the front-fixed frame as

x^=SQm'{d%)u{z)^dz'"- (5f,9)

(iii) Now consider finally the last term in Eq. (5.59), i.e.,

xl = j d\z+amtB-£d/zd:d'.

We set
e / / . re du7 (z, t) = d (z + C{t))-^—. (5.70)

o z
e • 2Since y remains in a bounded set in L (Q), we have, as e tends to zero,

e 2y —► y weakly in L (Q),

so that the limit of the last term is

= f vF
dzX, = [ yP^dzdt. (5.71)

3 Jo d~
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Therefore the limit of Eq. (5.59) as e —> 0 appears as

f dudt^-~~ f ( dw\ d(f> , ,
!acd-z-diF*dzdt+!am»\d-gj;)ua-z{z-')dzd'

- f yP^~ dzdl = 0, z < 0.Jq dz
(5.72)

We will use this equation to find what y is equal to. Before proceeding further,
however, let us consider the initial equation in e [cf. Eq. (5.36)]

= °. z<0' (5-73)
at dz

with re = y£ + . In the limit e —> 0, we have, thanks to Eq. (5.48),

rc ->T=y + c^u weakly in L2(0, T; L2(Q')). (5.74)
at

Since dYe/dz remains bounded in L2(0, T\V'), we can therefore write

dr£ or . r2/
dz dz

so that in the limit, Eq. (5.73) becomes

weakly in L (0, T; V ), (5.75)

r\

= 0, x < 0. (5.76)
dz

This will give the required homogenized result with y given by

Proposition 5.1.
( dw\ du

''"H ajJa?' ( 1
Proof. In fact, Eq. (5.72) can be reduced to

fe iTn*dzd> + fQ m, "Tiizd' = o- <5 781
It suffices to integrate the third term by parts with respect to z and use Eq. (5.76)
to obtain the required result.

By recalling that P(z , t) = P(z + £(t)) and that P(x) = x , we have dP/dz — 1 ,
so that Eq. (5.78) becomes

ev'"m'("^)£)^z<"=0 ("9>
for all smooth 0 with compact support in Q. We have therefore

/ ,dw\ du
y = m'{d^) 3?"

and this completes the proof of Proposition 5.1.
Now by taking w(y) = -J(y) + P{y) with P(y) = y, we have

-.(O--.('-'s)-SjM'

/.(
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and thus
1 (5.81)

my(\/d) dz
This leads to the final homogenized equation

dCdu 1 d2 u
c~rtTT- + —777^7—2=0, z < 0. 5.82dt dz my(l/d) Qz

Now we still have to find the homogenized velocity dt^/dt in Eq. (5.82). We state
the following result.

Proposition 5.2.

T,=-i4mK(um <5-83)
Proof. We recall that the velocity is given by

dC -l nE , yE
dt

From Lemma 4.2, we have
£

= -p lRl(C(t))K(u!(0,r)). (5-84)

K(u (0, •)) — K(u{0)) strongly in 1/(0, T), 1 <p < oo. (5.85)

o(By dividing on both sides by ReJ(e{t)), we see that Eq. (5.84) becomes

K(C(t)) dt
Let if/ be a test function on [0, T]. Then multiply the first term by if/ and integrate
over [0, T]. We obtain

(5-861

Now we perform the following change of variable:

u = C{t). (5.87)
Equation (5.86) becomes

X< = 1
Using the facts that

rn (\/R0(y)) in weak star_1

and
C —»► C uniformly on [0, T],

one can easily show that
<(T)

= L my(l/R\u))du. (5.88)
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By the inverse change of variable t — £_1 (u), we have

*0 = [ my(i/R0(y))^v(t)dt,

and finally
my(\/R0(y))^ = -p-lK(u(0)). (5.89)

This completes the proof of Proposition 5.2. Now it remains to derive the homog-
enized boundary condition.

The homogenized b.c. Let us come back to the initial problem in e . We have

du dT£
dt dz = 0, z < 0, (5.90)

dE(C(t))^ = eflRe0(C(t))K(ue(0,t)), z = 0, (5.91)

ue(z,t)-*0 as z —> -oo. (5.92)

Let cf> £ L2(0, T\ V). Then multiply Eq. (5.90) by 0 and integrate by parts with
respect to z over Q. We obtain

[ c^-cpdzdt + [ T*^dzdt- /V(0, t)<t>(0, t)dt = 0. (5.93)
Jo "t Jo vz Jo

Since

r£(o, t) = dE(C(t))^( o, t) + c^u\ o, t)
dCe,= dpR'0(C(t))K(u(0, t)) + c-^-u(0, t) [cf. Eq. (5.91)],

Eq. (5.93) becomes

/ C^T+/ rTt dzdt = Jo (0/?jRo (C£(0)^("£(o, 0) + c^«£(0, o) 0(0, *)</*.
(5.94)

Now we pass to the limit in Eq. (5.94) as e -+ 0. We obtain

[ r^dzdt= fT (ep-Jq dz Jo \ >
K(u(0)) + c^f-u{0) ) t)dt. (5.95)

my(l/Ro(y)) dt
The first term of Eq. (5.95), when integrated by parts with respect to z , gives

- [ ^~4>dzdt + / r(0)</>(0, t) dt (5.96)Jq dz J0
with ar/az = 0,so that Eq. (5.95) reduces to

i:^- LT^^iw)Kimm',)(" (5-97>
for all </> € L2( 0, T; V). Thus we have

1 du{0) = dp— 1 ,.K(u( 0)), (5.98)
my{\/d{y))dz mv{l/R0(y))
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which is the homogenized boundary condition at the front.
The final homogenized system in a front-fixed frame is thus given by

dC du 1 d2u n _
C —j J 1 - —— r- = 0 , Z < 0 ,

dt dz my(l/d(y)) dz2

with the boundary conditions

dU —rnW^(")> z = 0>
my{\/d{y))dz my{l/R0{y))

u(z) —> 0 as z —> -oo.

This completes the proof of Theorem 5.1.

6. Discussion. The model problem considered refers to the steady combustion of
a solid reactant with certain properties, which vary in a periodic fashion with respect
to distance normal to its combusting surface. If there were no such inhomogeneity,
our solution would be a travelling wave with velocity

v = R0K(6(]p/c) (6.1)
and profile

u(z) = —^ exp(cvz/d), z< 0, (6.2)

z = x + vt. This is, of course, a ^-independent temperature distribution in the frame
fixed to the combustion front.

If R0 and d are allowed to vary in the manner indicated, then we obtain a
temperature distribution, which is ^-periodic in the frame attached to the front,
which itself moves with periodic velocity. The existence of a periodic solution was
proved.

Finally, we considered the homogenized limit when the wavelength of the striations
approaches 0. It was proved that the periodic solutions approach a ^-independent
profile of the same form as (6.2), but with revised values (v', d') for the parameters
v and d. Moreover, in the limit, the front moves with velocity v given by (6.1)
with a revised value R'0 for R0. The new parameters (d', R'q) are the harmonic
means of the heterogeneous ones:

d' = (spatial average of d~l)~ ,
with the same for R'0 .

Since the harmonic mean of a positive periodic function is always less than its
average, we find that the homogenized velocity v' is less than one would expect
from using (6.1) with R0 replaced by its average.

It is hoped that the framework set forth here will be suggestive and helpful in
future research into the combustion of heterogeneous reactive solids.
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